Communication, Language & Literacy
Participating, through appropriate speaking
and listening, in one-to-one, small group and
whole class activities
Responding to and following instructions
Daily Letters & Sounds – Phase 2
Writing lists, invitations, and captions
Using the language relating to stories such as
beginning, middle, end, characters, setting








Mathematics
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Counting, matching and ordering numerals to
10, and then to 20 and beyond
Basic 2D shapes and patterns
Addition and subtraction
Length
Time

Understanding the World


Personal, Social & Emotional
Development
Talking about Families and Homes
Recognising similarities and
differences between us
Golden Rules & Conflict Resolution










Let’s Celebrate!

Expressive Arts & Design


Physical Development






PE: Dance / Games
Fine-motor activities using a
range of tools and practising
letter formation when writing
our names
Daily ‘Wake and Shake’

Significant events and experiences in
our lives and those of others’
Exploring light and dark and colours
Using simple computer programs and
software



Religious Education



UC: IncarnationWhy do Christians




perform Nativity plays at Christmas?

Music Express: Special people: Beat &
Tempo
Building a repertoire of songs and
dances
Role-play: dark tent, a celebration
area, a Christmas workshop
Building with construction sets
Exploring colour mixing and textures

Topic
Being a Global Citizen




Finding out about how families live in
different parts of the world
Understanding our basic human rights
Exploring how people celebrate
different important events here and in
other parts of the world

Our topic this term focuses on family celebrations and winter festivals. Linked to winter festivals we will
explore colour, light and dark. We begin with fireworks and Bonfire Night talking about why we
celebrate this event and Fire Safety. We will then be remembering those who gave so much when we
explore the meaning of Remembrance Day. Birthdays, Christenings and Weddings will be shared and
recreated and we will compare our family experiences with others in the class and look at how these are
celebrated in other cultures. We then look forward to our own Christian celebration as we begin our
learning about Advent and Christmas.

